In order to produce insight to the current state of consciousness research, we provide a review of some of the more preeminent models of consciousness via a comparison of these theories with a novel holistic model. The main goal of this review is to present the advantages in theoretical power of an embodied cognition, metastable model of consciousness manifest in the Default Space Theory by comparing it to other popular brain-based metastable models that though provide important insight into the cognitive nature of consciousness, are incomplete in their model of an architecture of consciousness. The Default Space Theory is a world simulation model in which the thalamus fills in processed sensory information from corticothalamic feedback loops into an internal 3D matrix termed the default space. This article examines some of the most regarded brain-based, metastable consciousness models, the Operational Architectonics Theory of Brain-Mind, Global Workspace Theory, Information Integration Theory, and the Dynamic Core Hypothesis. Through an overview and critique of these models, we illustrate their insights and deficits, and discuss why the Default Space Theory is the most comprehensive theory of consciousness.
most common in cognitive psychology, and many cognitive architectures that attempt to explain consciousness such as the Global Workspace Theory take this approach. According to this brain-based view, the body is simply a tool for delivering input derived from the world and acting on output from activity in the brain.
In an extension to brain-based cognition, embodied cognition is a radical hypothesis that proposes the brain is not the only source of cognitive functioning, instead, our bodies also play a significant role in cognition [17] . This hypothesis is radical in that it is new to cognitive science and rejects the common brain-based treatment of cognition [18] . Although the field is not unified in its established definitions [17] , the most accepted and common view is that cognition is deeply dependent on the body, and the body acts as a constrainer of cognitive representations, a distributor of computational and representational load, and a regulator of cognitive activity, coordinating cognition and action [13] . In this way, our bodies do much of the cognitive work in pursuing goals, thus replacing the need for complex internal mental representations [17] . Evidence is growing in support for an embodied cognitive approach, demonstrating that cognition is highly dependent on sensory-motor processes [19] . Thus, sensing and acting should be considered as a significant component of thinking itself.
For instance, forced laughter and smiling has been shown to substantially improve mood in participants [20] . Through the DST, we extend the embodied cognitive approach to consciousness in that the brain, mind, and body act as a single entity in a holistic manner in creating consciousness.
The Default Space Theory
The DST provides a body-wide bioelectric cognitive architecture which gives rise to our unified human experience, thus providing a physical complement to the psychical nature of consciousness [21] . The "substance" of this bioelectric structure consists of layers of electrical activity throughout the body, although mostly in the brain. The base of this layered hierarchy is the electric activity of single neurons, cells, and synapses. The action potentials and membrane potential oscillations of cells are the building block of higher order bioelectric functions which form the activity giving rise to consciousness. These microscopic events do not directly result in cognition or experience [22] . The middle of this hierarchy consists of coordinated electrical activity of local neural assemblies which can be detected by electroencephalography [23] . This level begins to support cognition and is some cases consciousness. The upper level of this hierarchy is composed of electric oscillatory synchrony among many of the local neural assemblies. Finally, at the peak of this layered hierarchy, these distributed local oscillatory synchronies can be synchronized together on a global scale leading to the unified experience. We consider this upper layer higher order due to its complexity and integrated nature. Thus, we propose these properties and the global unification of the bioelectric oscillations are the physical correlates of This architecture generates an internal, subconscious, virtual, three-dimensional (3D) space-time matrix we have termed the default space which houses a conscious simulation of the external environment [21] [24] . We term this the default space because it is a virtual space that defaults to the qualities of the external world, replicating its dimensions of space and time. Thus, "default" indicates an automatic state of the phenomenology of consciousness. The existence of this space is illustrated in the condition of contralateral neglect described later in the article. It is within this internal space that all sensory perceptions are bound [24] .
Although these perceptions are dominated by top-down cognitive functions, sensory receptors are synchronized with the qualia of this space and are part of its bioelectric framework. For instance in the case of vision, photoreceptors synchronize with relevant cortical areas which creates a framework of the visual aspect of the default space. The resulting simulation is micro-calibrated with the physiology of the retina, and [25] , through this mechanism, light stimuli that fall upon the retina are automatically bound in size, location, color and movement to current objects in conscious awareness which are themselves bound to the spatial dimension of the default space. In this way, all sensory qualia can be unified, integrated, and experienced as one whole. This unification and integration is coordinated by the thalamus via corticothalamic feedback loops [24] . The role of the thalamus in consciousness and sensory processing is supported by a growing body of research [26] [27] [28] . All conscious experience occurs within the default space and its spatial aspect is essential. Dreams, recollection of memories, and hallucinations all occur within this space and have a spatial foundation [29] . Evolutionary origins for the default space are derived from the replication of the external physical environment within. This provides the evolutionary benefits of optimal perception of and survival in such an environment. The default space is maintained by the harmonic oscillatory activity of membrane potentials from all cells of the body [29] . This large electro-chemical space is "observed" in respect to the thalamus [24] . Even when lacking sensory stimuli or internally generated sensation, the default space remains in an idling state. We have proposed how this structure of an empty 3D matrix is maintained by baseline neural activity such as that from the default mode network and brainstem [30] . Even in this idling state, the sensory organs are synchronized with the relevant cortical areas. The many various cortical areas are themselves synchronized with each other via coordination of membrane potential oscillations by the thalamus. This metastable theoretical basis of the DST describes how the many different forms of sensation are integrated into a unified whole.
Through the phenomenon of lateral inhibition, cortical sites modulate sensory organs and are synchronized with them via oscillatory communication, mostly in the gamma frequency [31] . Through this communication, corticothalamic networks interface with sensory receptors which allow for near instant information transfer [32] . We use the term lateral inhibition in a different manner than Because the speed of charge transmission is so fast, it is as if the physical separation is non-existent. This synchronization allows sensory processing to occur at the sight of the sensory organ and for the sensory organs to anticipate expected sensory stimuli [31] . These expectations can lead to magnification of certain sensory information and filtering of unwanted data [31] . The synchronization of the sensory receptors with the current state of the simulation leads to a seamless flow of sensory experience. By maintaining the contents of sensory experience at the sensory receptors themselves, the need for complex mental representations of the contents of experience can be replaced by physical representations at the site of the sensory receptors themselves.
Overviews of Leading Metastable Models of Consciousness
The brain dynamic of metastability has recently become recognized as likely the most important system for understanding the nature of consciousness [6] . There exists a variety of metastable models of consciousness that attempt to associate biological processes to the physiological and phenomenological characteristics of consciousness by citing the global integration of independent networks. The models we explore are some of the most prominent in the field of cognitive neuroscience of consciousness and although they do provide great insight into cognition, we assert that they are incomplete in the scope of its mechanisms. No consciousness model has been widely accepted as conclusive or even as a foundation for such a conclusive model. These models attempt to tackle the real problem of consciousness, how to account for the properties of consciousness in terms of biological mechanisms [33] . These models are all brain-based in that they propose consciousness arises from processes solely occurring within the brain, specifically the cortex and thalamus.
Operational Architectonics Theory of Brain-Mind
Operational Architectonics Theory (OAT) developed by the Fingelkurts twins is centered upon metastable brain states creating a complex, hierarchical, bioelectric architecture that is the framework for conscious and subconscious mental states which allows for the complementation and coordination of brain and mind phenomena in space and time [11] [34] . OAT identifies this brain-mind complementation as a functional isomorphism between the neurophysiological, bioelectric, oscillatory framework termed operational space-time, and the framework of conscious experience termed phenomenal space-time [11] . This phenomenal space is viewed by the Fingelkurts as the fundamental ingredient in the phenomenon of mind and consciousness which is a unifying, spatial, 3D coordinate system [11] . This empty 3D matrix, or "virtual space", is subcons- cious, however, all conscious contents must be embedded in it in order to be present in one's subjective experience [11] .
OAT describes a hierarchy of neuronal activity that corresponds to a hierarchical level of consciousness [11] . The top level being our reflective conscious awareness is an integrated experience created from the integration of complex macro-operations which are themselves integrations of independent neuronal assemblies [11] . These neuronal assemblies support elementary cognitive operations and are therefore considered by the Fingelkurts to be conscious or unconscious, while the basic level of individual neurons is considered nonconscious [11] . The top level of the hierarchy is therefore heavily separated from the basic physical activity of neurons which creates the strangeness of consciousness and the inability to tie it directly to the chemistry and physics of neurons themselves [35] . The Fingelkurts argue that the vast neural network of the brain and the resulting hierarchically higher level of dynamic electromagnetic fields constitute the subconscious 3D matrix described as the foundational architecture of consciousness [11] .
The subconscious 3D space-time matrix is argued to be a mediator between the purely neurophysiological domain and the domain of conscious phenomena [11] . The Fingelkurts identify the spatially and temporally structured electromagnetic field of the brain as the candidate for which conscious phenomena can be tied [36] . They support this correlation in part through studies showing local bioelectric fields are correlated with conscious percepts [37] [38] . Metastable spatial and temporal patterns in the electromagnetic fields identified as operational modules (OM) result from synchronous activity between spatially distributed neural assemblies and constitute a higher level of abstractness compared to the underlying anatomical neurophysiology [34] . Several OMs can coexist at the same time and with certain subsets of neural assemblies belonging to multiple OMs [11] . The Fingelkurts propound that the integrated experience of consciousness could result from independent OMs further synchronized between each other resulting in a more complex and abstract OM [35] (Figure 1 ).
At this level, the electrical framework is functionally isomorphic with the organization and phenomenal quality of consciousness [11] . Synchronization of processes by different neural assemblies located in different brain regions allows the binding of dispersed sensory features into integrated patterns of qualities and ultimately into a unified complex scene [35] .
Global Workspace Theory
One of the currently most popular models of consciousness beginning development by Bernard Baars in 1982, Global Workspace Theory (GWT), has foundations in the earliest days of artificial intelligence from a concept of "blackboard architecture" [40] . This term refers to a design pattern that allows collaborative coordination of various individual programs which cooperatively solve problems no individual program could solve on its own [41] . GWT takes into account the R. Jerath, C. Beveridge limited nature of consciousness in comparison to the vast capabilities of the unconscious mind [42] . In doing so it identifies the mind as a "great society" of unconscious parallel neural nets, layers, and connections conjoined with a cognitively efficient but limited conscious component [42] [43] . The theory's main proposition is that the distinct neural events that cross a certain activity threshold become globally available, and it is this information that is identical to conscious experience [42] . Thus, the functional role of consciousness is to provide various types of functional access between varying mental functions such as executive functions, sensation, intention, voluntary action, and learning [44] .
A summarized view of the theory is given as a theater metaphor. In this perspective, the full stage of the theater corresponds to our working memory [42] .
Focal consciousness is the illuminated scope from a spotlight pointed at the stage of the theater of mind [45] . In this spotlight of the stage is the "workspace" which corresponds neurologically to not one anatomical hub, but to a functional hub that signals, binds, and propagates information over multiple unconscious networks [46] . The unconscious mind consists of modular processing units that when activated sufficiently cross the threshold into this functional hub where the information becomes available for global processing [46] . This functional hub is propounded by Baars to be the corticothalamic system which permits constant bidirectional signaling between many cortical areas [46] . This thalmocortical network can be metaphorically understood as the world-wide web of the brain theater of mind that allows certain "actors" to have their light on the theater stage which is the "workspace" of a play. The "behind the scenes" activities and plans of the playwright, director, scene setters, and audience are the unconscious systems that shape the conscious events on the stage [42] . Thus, there is a convergence of input from the acting coaches, scene designers, and so on that lead to the conscious event of the actors performance in the spotlight of the stage.
Once a word is spoken however, the message is "broadcast" globally to the audience and director backstage where they use it to perfect the next performance. 
Integrated Information Theory
Integrated Information theory (IIT), currently in its third version IIT 3.0, associates consciousness to physical systems that integrate information [47] , thus posing an answer for the hard problem of consciousness. This theory initially proposed by Tononi in 2004 propounds a mathematical model of consciousness based on its phenomenology and how physical systems can account for these phenomena, proposing a way to mathematically measure its quantity and quality. It proposes a numerical value in measuring the quantity of consciousness, Φ, which indicates the amount of information that can be integrated by an irreducible system [1] . The term irreducible indicates a gestalt concept that the system generates information above and beyond the information generated by its parts [47] . If it can be reduced in components in anyway and still contains the same cause-effect repertoire, it is not irreducible. According to IIT, consciousness is an intrinsic property of the universe much like mass, charge, or spin. Therefore, consciousness doesn't have a functional purpose in and of itself, but is an epiphenomenon arising from systems which integrate information which is a very useful mechanism evolutionarily speaking.
This theory is unlike the many others in that instead of founding its concepts on neural mechanisms of consciousness and then working towards its physical mechanisms, it initially tries to explain the fundamental physical origins of experience in the universe. According to IIT, at its fundamental level, consciousness is integrated information [48] . The theory is formed upon self-evident truths of consciousness that it exists, is structured, contains information, is irreducible to its components, and is exclusive to one unified experience [47] . From R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience these axioms the following set of assumptions are formed: 1) A mechanism or set of mechanisms can only contribute to or be conscious only if it constrains the state of the system through allowing certain causes and effects; 2) A mechanism or set of mechanisms can only contribute to or be conscious only if its structure resulting in a certain cause and effect repertoire is irreducible to smaller parts without changing that repertoire; 3) Of an overlapping set of mechanisms, only one set can be conscious, and this is the one that is maximally irreducible to individual components resulting in the only consciousness existing in that system [47] . IIT claims that consciousness is not an all or non-property, but increases or decreases in proportion to the size of a system's repertoire of possible states. Derived from this claim, a central proposal of IIT is that the quality and quantity of an experience is specified by a maximally irreducible conceptual complex or structure that integrates large amounts of information [47] . This integration of information is generated by a mechanism above the information generated from its individual parts. IIT can be considered a modern form of panpsychism, the idea that consciousness is a universal feature or potential quality of all physical things. It follows this mystical philosophy due to its assertion that any maximally irreducible physical system performing information integration becomes conscious. IIT is brain-based due to its recognition that the corticothalamic system generates consciousness.
The Dynamic Core Hypothesis
The Dynamic Core Hypothesis (DCH) proposed by Edelman and Tononi is similar to IIT in that it focuses on complexity and informational aspects in producing consciousness, and it is the basis upon which IIT was formed [49] . DCH describes consciousness as a biological phenomenon and a product of evolution and development, completely explainable by neural activity [2] , thus being a brain-based theory. It is similar to many other metastable theories in that it involves the global brain and corticothalamic activity [50] . The basis of DCH is the theory of Neural Darwinism, or neuronal group selection, in which neuroplasticity and long-range parallel connections among brain areas provide dynamic coordination among neuronal circuits necessary for consciousness [2] . Neural Darwinism proposes that connectivity in the brain occurs via epigenetic processes during development, producing structural diversity [51] . Postnatal environmental experiences then plastically modify the neural structure to be suited for real-world applications [51] . It describes a primary consciousness which exists simply in the "remembered present", lacking self-awareness. It also describes a higher-order consciousness which exists in humans allowing us to be conscious of being conscious [52] .
The DCH's main assertion is that neuronal groups contribute directly to conscious experience only through bi-directional synchronistic interactions within the corticothalamic system that achieves high information integration in a short time [2] . For these neuronal groups to contribute to the sustainment of con-R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience scious experience, they must additionally maintain state differentiation, a high level of complexity, and functionally interact with other widely distributed neuronal groups that create a cluster of interactivity [53] . Gamma and theta band synchrony is proposed to bind the dispersed neuronal groups into a seamless whole, and this reentrant synchrony defines connectivity within the core [2] .
The dynamic core itself is not technically required to exist in any neural correlate, but is a process of neural interaction that can change in composition over time [53] . However, this process in newer versions of the model has been constricted to mainly consist of the ongoing reciprocal signaling within the cortex and between the cortex and thalamus, structured by the vast corticortical, corticothalamic, and thalmocortical connections throughout the brain [54] .
The dynamic core allows for the synchronous patterns of metastable activity that connect and integrate the various functions of different brain areas, generating high levels of neural complexity [2] . The unified experience of many various qualia at any given moment is a complex of multiple sensory discriminations integrated within the dynamic core [2] . From this perspective, consciousness is a stream of unified mental formations that generate from the material structure that is the dynamic core. The boundaries of the dynamic core are themselves dynamic with neural clusters leaving and joining depending on influences from internal and external signals [54] . DCH describes how selection for the contents of the core is constrained by attentional, emotional, and reward signals originating from sub-cortical structures such as the brain stem [2] . Evidence for the DCH has been proposed by studies detecting electromagnetic signaling within the brain. In the study lead by Strinivasan observing binocular rivalry [55] , conscious perception of a stimulus was associated with coherence among distinct and distant neuronal groups in the cortex.
Critique and Comparison
We draw comparisons to metastable consciousness models and hypotheses to show how the current scientific consensus on the topic is lacking a full view of the subject and why the DST is the predominant metastable theory (Table 1) .
We assert that the DST is the first all-encompassing and structurally sound model of consciousness due to its combined metastable and embodied cognition approach. Many theories focus on the neural correlates of consciousness. This is largely helpful, but it does not explain why certain neural areas are associated with consciousness. We assert that to understand consciousness, research must be conducted on the whole body and mind. According to the DST, certain neural correlates serve specific functions to consciousness, but the of ontology consciousness lies within the harmonic orchestra of membrane potential oscillations throughout the entire body and brain [29] .
Operational Architectonics Theory
OAT is one of the few "world simulation" models that compare to the DST in R. Jerath, C. Beveridge [57]. These patients are not aware of any "missing" or empty space, and will even act as if this space does not exist, even eating from only one side of their plate and dressing one side of their bodies [58] . Sensory stimuli from the "missing" Figure 2 . The subconscious structure of consciousness and contralateral neglect syndrome. Contralateral neglect syndrome results from damage to the right parietal lobe which maps spatial information on perceptual data regarding both sides of one's perspective. The left parietal lobe however maps information from only the right side of the perspective. Therefore, in those with contralateral neglect syndrome, perceptions intended to be mapped to the left side have no functional cortex to spatially orient them even though perceptual data is fed to said damaged cortex. These patients not only lack consciousness of such sensory stimuli, but the entire left side of space ceases to consciously exist. This is illustrated in the image above by the absence of the left side of bodily and visual perception in those with a damaged spatial framework (Figure by Lynsey Ekema, MSMI. Previously Published in [21] . Permission obtained by Creative Commons).
side can still be fully processed, but however remain unconscious [56] .
The DST and OAT identify significant psychological evidence (in addition to contralateral neglect syndrome) that this 3D matrix is the perceptual foundation for the "virtual space" of consciousness in that all perceptions are filled into this space [11] with an emphasis by DST on the top-down domination of this filling [59] . Thus, the "world simulation" is heavily influenced by cognitive predictions derived from memories and executive expectations. These evidences include dream studies which show that dreams are also organized within a spatially ex- The default mode network (DMN) is a self-referential network that holds a great importance to both the DST and OAT. Today's views on the DMN tie it to self-generated thought [72] , social cognition [73] , autobiographical memory, simulating the future [72] , mind wandering, daydreaming, introspection, internal narrative [74] , and the sense of self [75] . This brain network consists of low frequency oscillations between certain cerebral areas including the posterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and the angular gyrus [72] . OAT has shown the DMN is comprised of consistently stable OMs (synchronistic bioelectric patterns and neural space-time) [76] . OAT ties this network to the first person sense of self and agency centered in the subconscious 3D matrix [11] [77].
The DST takes this further by asserting the DMNs central role in the foundation of this 3D matrix [24] . The DST ties in bodily electrical oscillations into this R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience network as part of its body-mind framework by citing influence on the DMN by cardio and respiratory waves [78] . Furthermore, the DST propounds that the low-amplitude oscillations of the DMN in association with cardiorespiratory oscillations create a framework upon which the faster oscillations of consciousness can be built [30] .
The DST and OAT both link DMN physiology with the self, meditation, and associated experiences. Work by the Fingelkurts and other researchers has identified the DMN as a preferable neural correlate for the sense of self [79] [80]. The
Fingelkurts identified in their research a three-part modularization of the DMN which showed altered activity relative to each three subnet modules after extensive mediation training [80] . They describe how their research indicates each module contributes specific functions in forming a complex self-hood [80] . Both the DST and OAT describe the self being physically centered in the externalized perceptual reality of which the foundation is the subconscious 3D matrix [24] [80]. The DST further describes this center as being the physical location of the thalamus as all perceptual streams are coordinated by and around it [24] .
Research and accounts from experienced mediators demonstrates how long-term meditation leads to increased integrity of frontal DMN connectivity which is shown to be responsible for this sense of "center" and first-person . This disembodiment and loss of self-boundaries is asserted by the Fingelkurts with research support to be due to decreased functional connectivity among the posterior subnets of the DMN [80] . The DST asserts this experience is due to an expansion of awareness of the normally subconscious 3D matrix underlying all experience and the accurate identification of this infinite 3D virtual space with one's own being [86] . The DST advances the concepts of self and the DMN through linking it to respiratory and cardio activity, helping to explain some effects of deep-breathing meditative practices [30] .
The DST asserts that the increased functional connectivity seen in the frontal subnet of the DMN could be caused by rhythmic respiration generated inhibitory impulses and cardio-respiratory phase synchronization [86] .
Global Workspace Theory
GWT consists of multiple detailed hypotheses aimed at understanding the differences between conscious and unconscious brain events [46] , disregarding the possibility of consciousness involving bodily events. The DST also aims to understand this difference, instead associating consciousness with higher frequency oscillations and integrated and complex electrophysiological activity which require the thalamus. According to GWT, the contents of experience are associated with temporary "broadcasts" of reentrant neural activity, specifically in the thalamocortical network, considering it a vast interactive signaling medium [46] . Strong similarities lie between GWT and the DST in the shared importance R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience of globally distributed, synchronous activity across the thalamocortical network, as well as its parallel processing capabilities [24] [46]. The DST completes this view by further asserting the importance of oscillatory harmony across the entire body, not just the central nervous system [24] . GWT fails to include explanations on aspects of emotion and the top-down dominance of the sensory system.
GWT seems to ignore baseline, resting, or "silent" consciousness by describing consciousness as highly activated neural responses to stimuli. The DST explains how a baseline consciousness is always active (in an awake person) via the DMN and lower frequency bioelectric oscillations which maintain the internal 3D space which allows for experiential awareness [30] . GWT theory misidentifies the vast role unconscious physiology plays in the structure of consciousness by separating it from globally active networks which are propounded to be conscious. The DST however explains how all bioelectric cellular activity is part of a global network, citing the evidence that lower frequency oscillations it associates with the unconscious support, underlie, organize, and modulate higher frequency ones it associates with consciousness [87] [88] .
The DST shares the functional hub view of the corticothalamic system underlying consciousness with GWT [24] , however GWT proposes a dynamic 'global workspace' hub of activity binding and propagation consisting of varying anatomical components of the corticothalamic network which are themselves small world network hubs [46] , while the DST focuses on the thalamus as a central anatomical hub which integrates cortical and sensory receptor activity within a virtual 3D matrix, creating a unified experience [21] . Both models hold the assertion that the contents of experience are associated with the global networking of the thalamocortical system [24] [46] . The perspective of GWT is that conscious contents may emerge anywhere in this corticothalamic network [46] ( Figure 3) , however, the DST explains how parietal regions of this network are required for consciousness because they spatially map percepts [89] . While GWT does acknowledge this spatial quality, it limits it to visual perception [46] .
Both models stress the bidirectionality, or reentrant neural connections in the corticothalamic network that bind and broadcast information throughout the brain [24] [46]. Evidence has supported both model's metastable assertions that although each separate brain area processes distinct features of the overall integrated experience, synchrony between neural modules binds these features together into a seamless whole [64] . The main difference between these two model's metastable assertions is that a global oscillatory framework has been proposed for synchronization that spans every cell of the body, creating a truly unified, bioelectric framework [30] . This global framework creates an unconscious basis upon which consciousness is built [30] .
The corticothalamic perspective of consciousness has been based on a variety of scientific findings including brain imaging studies, intracranial stimulation recordings, and empirical analysis of conscious and unconscious brain conditions [38] [46] [66] . While GWT acknowledges the neural oscillations as highly R. Jerath, C. Beveridge Figure 3 . Consciousness Can Occur Anywhere in the Corticothalamic loop. This figure illustrates the GWT concept that consciousness can arise from anywhere in the corticothalamic network, depending on which activity is bound and broadcast to the rest of the network. Each yellow starburst indicates a site of binding and global broadcasting leading to consciousness. Only one of these sites can be the any-to-many "activity winner" at any given time as global broadcasts interfere. Activity dominating from certain brain areas leads to unique experiences such as the experience of a single star broadcasting from V1 in the occipital lobe. (Previously published in [46] . Permission obtained from Creative Commons License).
functional, it however undervalues the oscillatory nature of the corticothalamic system, instead preferring a perspective of "adaptive resonance" among reentrant corticothalamic pathways [46] . Our perspective is that this bioelectric oscillatory nature is essential to mass synchronization of vast cortical/sensory modules and in the physical existence of consciousness [30] by creating an electromagnetic architecture which GWT leaves out of its global workspace [90] .
Baars et al. indicate that through the corticothalamic system, the cortex "mostly talks to itself" [46] . However, the synchronization of the sensory organs with their cortical counterparts with the cortex talking more to the sensory organs than the sensory organs to the cortex has been stressed by the DST [31] . A strong benefit to maintaining perceptual representations in a physical form at the site of the sensory organs frees up the need for the brain to maintain internal, mental sensory representations.
A criticism of the GWT lies in the nature of unconscious and conscious neural activity. Suggested by GTW, significant activation of concepts in the brain leads to consciousness of those concepts [91] . However, it is clear that generality of concepts transcend the experiences they apply to [91] . For instance, take the concept of a chair. If you try to visualize the concept of "chairness", it simply cannot be done. Whenever the concept of a chair is attempted in visualization, R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience only certain tokens of chairs from certain vantage points can be experienced.
Categories cannot be perceived. It is clear that abstractions that can be understood and processed by the unconscious mind cannot be consciously experienced.
For instance, consider the word culture. When we think of this we understand its meaning and implication but cannot consciously experience any particular concept of culture although we can identify it. This implies that strong activation of neural concepts is not sufficient for entrance into consciousness. This implication strengthens our perspective that consciousness is built upon a foundation of "world simulation" that is not necessarily based on quantity of activation and global access of brain activity.
By identifying an underlying, global, bioelectric structure creating an unconscious 3D virtual matrix upon which a conscious world simulation can be built, the DST has advantages over GWT in explaining the ontology of consciousness.
The DST, through its world simulation approach, accounts for criticisms of the GWT such as how the existence of global neural broadcasting is not sufficient for consciousness of certain concepts such as the lack of ability for people to qualitatively perceive categories, stressing the necessity of a spatial component to all qualia. Through an embodied cognitive approach in stressing the role sensory receptors play in consciousness, the DST helps explain the strong influence the body has over the cognitive mind, providing a means for voluntarily modulating mood, stress, and cognition. GWT describes a functional role of consciousness, but doesn't seem to make much progress towards solving the "hard problem of consciousness". By describing an electromagnetic field cognitive architecture, the DST provides a physical substrate for consciousness, thereby providing a starting point for solving this hard problem. While the global workspace architecture surely provides an efficient means of processing information, it doesn't provide an explanation as to why experience needs to be an aspect of global availability and access. GWT explains that top-down attention helps determine which information is task-relevant and enters global availability. We criticize the lack of specification of how attention "decides" which information is relevant.
Integration Information Theory
IIT attempts to explain differences between states varying in levels of consciousness such as the awake/asleep state as well as the differences in brain areas involved in generating consciousness contrasted with those that don't such as the cortex versus the cerebellum [92] . The DST attempts to do the same focused on a similar concept of metastable information integration, however, it includes the thalamus and the sensory receptors in a global manner. Both the DST and IIT explain how conscious arises from processes that arise from a system that cannot be reduced to the sum of its parts; in the case of the DST, this system is the whole body and brain. The inclusion by the DST of the thalamus as the ultimate integrator of information is a substantial difference between the two theories.
IIT propounds that consciousness is minimized or eliminated during slow-wave R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience sleep because the irreducible system leading to consciousness becomes significantly smaller and reconfigured, and the neural networks are much less complex and more disconnected due to bistability [92] [93] . The DST on the other hand describes how the disconnect between the thalamus and cortex during slow-wave sleep [94] leads to unconsciousness because the thalamus ceases to integrate and unify the information from the body and corticothalamic network into a metastable harmony that generates the 3D world simulation of consciousness. IIT asserts that the cerebellum is not part of consciousness because it is a feedforward network that has multiple independent zones which do not form a large complex, therefore not form a large system that integrates information [92] . The DST asserts that the cerebellum is not significantly involved in the production of consciousness because it does not influence the generation of the world simulation, only the motor interaction with it. It could be understood that destruction of the cerebellum alters consciousness in that it disrupts the conscious perception of coordination between the body and physical environment.
We propound that IIT has gained a strong acceptance and popularity by playing on what we know to be true about the brain being a vast spanning web of integrated information. Many people have an intuition about consciousness being an integrated whole resulting from the full spectrum of brain activity, however, most networks in the brain are actually unconscious [95] , and unconscious activity precedes the arrival of consciousness [96] . In describing consciousness as resulting from information processing systems, IIT fails to account for why the majority of cognitive activity is unconscious. The DST however posits this unconscious activity as the foundation of consciousness [30] . IIT is one of the few theories that incorporates mathematics, however, an over focus on this mathematical aspect may take attention away from the empirical hurdles that must be overcome to develop an accurate biological model. IIT provides important insight into the nature of informational integration and consciousness; however, there are empirical observations that seem to disprove IIT, which the DST does explain. The terminologies used in the IIT model are often esoteric and baffling to those who try to understand it on the first exposure. While this may be necessary, it brings forth the criticism that IIT is trying to persuade its audience of its accuracy by perplexing them.
The axioms of conscious proposed by IIT are certainly insightful and verifiable, however they seem to lack support for the theories own fundamental concepts. In the principle of exclusion provided by IIT, only one consciousness can be maintained by any system [47] . Even if its components satisfy the other requirements for consciousness, that consciousness would be suppressed by the greater whole. This however leads to the conclusion that if a group discussion leads to large information integration, sufficient for consciousness, then the individual members of that group would cease to be conscious. Similar to GWT, IIT assumes that concepts such as the "chairness" described, can also reach conscious awareness due to these concepts being involved in the overall informa-R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience tional system of the brain. While it describes the spatially structured nature of consciousness through its composition axiom [47] , IIT lacks the important explanation of the "world simulation" function of consciousness that the DST [21] and other authors [97] The DST describes how during meditation, some can achieve an awareness of this unconscious spatial matrix, leading to experiences of identifying with and experiencing a vast, boundary-less, empty space [102] . Unlike GWT, IIT identifies a baseline, silent, or naked state of experience which can be reached via meditation [103] due to silent but functionally connected neurons which while are not actively transmitting information, are part of a complex with positive Φ [92] .
The DST doesn't require silent neurons or mediation for naked awareness, including it as a foundation of consciousness which is always idle in the awake state powered by the DMN and baseline cardiorespiratory oscillations [30] . This naked space is filled in with oscillations giving rise to qualia that arise from corticothalamic feedback loops which are integrated by the thalamus [24] . IIT does not identify a functional importance to these lower frequency baseline oscillations which the DST proposes are increased during meditation due to increased cardio-respiratory synchronization, thus leading to dynamic changes in awareness [86] . By describing how body rhythms affect neural oscillations via an embodied cognitive approach, the DST can explain mechanisms of therapeutic benefits of techniques such as meditation.
The axioms of consciousness that Tononi proposes as the basis of IIT are explained by the fundamentals of the DST. Tononi asserts that every experience is structured with different aspects into a singular integrated whole [47] . The DST shares this assertion and furthers its notion by describing how this integration occurs in the human mind and into what type of structure the qualia is integrated (a virtual 3D matrix). IIT assumes this type of experience occurs with any sufficient information integrating system and in a strong similarity to the DST and other models, describes the corticothalamic system as the main neural substrate for integrating vast neural information [1] . The DST is founded on the structure of consciousness occurring as a 3D space just as in the 3D world in which we live. Tononi seems to apply the familiar structure of human consciousness to any potentially conscious physical system whereas the DST proposes distinct cortical and thalamic systems (i.e. parietal lobe) are necessary and partially responsible for such a structure without which human consciousness could not exist [89] .
The necessity of the parietal lobe in consciousness is due to its role in constructing the spatial dimension of the internal replication of external space [89] [104] [105] . The spatial dimension of sensation is necessary for all experience to occur and this has been exemplified through an understanding of contralateral neglect syndrome as we have explained. This syndrome indicates that if sensation can't be given a spatial characteristic by the parietal lobe, it cannot enter into conscious experience. According to his composition axiom, Tononi asserts R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience that this experiential spatial characteristic is a fundamental result of any irreducible information processing and integrating system, however, when the parietal lobe is damaged leading to contralateral neglect, the brain still fully processes stimuli from the missing side unconsciously and the patient can maintain blindsight of these stimuli [56] . Unconscious stimuli from the neglected field of these patients significantly increased response times to a subsequent word related to the neglected stimuli, such as bat-ball, tree-apple, compared to unrelated words like bed-apple [106] , indicating they are part of the irreducible system and thus should be conscious. If Tononi is correct in stating the spatial characteristic is a result of any irreducible system, then contralateral neglect syndrome would not exist. The same effect can be seen in the phenomenon of cortical blindsight in those with damage to the visual cortices. Although they can to some degree detect, localize, discriminate, and respond to visual stimuli in restricted ways, they cannot consciously experience the stimuli or understand why they are able to respond to it [107] [108] . There is so much complex information integration that happens out of conscious awareness, that it seems the only way the assertions of IIT could be completely accurate is if there were multiple consciousnesses inside one brain. It could be assumed that if multiple non-overlapping irreducible networks somehow separate in the brain existed simultaneously in one brain, more than one consciousness could exist in that brain, and this is actually an assertion of IIT, even in the everyday life of healthy people [47] .
IIT describes the sensory receptors as external inputs that enable consciousness through maintaining excitability in the brain, thus being a "background condition" to consciousness [92] . IIT asserts that sensory connections are feedforward, however if it would acknowledge that if indeed the sensory receptors are bioelectrically synchronized with their respective cortical sites and thus contain feedback as proposed by the DST described earlier in this article, then these sensory receptors would be part of the irreducible information integrating system leading to consciousness. They would simultaneously be a part of cause and effect repertoire according to the view of the DST that they cause certain afferent stimuli and receive efferent effects by the cortex. Thus, according to this concept, the sensory receptors are in a sense part of the corticothalamic system. This is due to the feedback mechanisms proposed by DST in which information is fed back to the sensory receptors. According to IIT, feedforward networks are not conscious as they lack any information integration [92] . DST accounts for this in its account of feedback to the sensory receptors and the feedback loops of the corticothalamic network which integrate information [24] . While IIT emphasizes the important role of these corticothalamic loops, it does not recognize the importance of feedback to the body nor the crucial role of the thalamus as a hub of conscious experience due to its integration of the integrating corticothalamic loops, thus performing a sort of "meta-integration".
We propose that information integration as described by Tononi is a neces- . This goes against common sense understandings however, especially since they would have an extremely greater quantity of consciousness than an average person. Tononi has conceded that this would be the case, stating that the commonsense intuition that such a system could not be conscious is based on pre-theoretical assumptions comparing it to once held assumptions that the earth is flat and the sun revolves around the earth [110] . Tononi mentions other counterintuitive propositions of IIT which include 1) A photodiode with memory is minimally conscious , 2) A functional cortex which is at a time silent with no neurons firing or oscillating would still be conscious, and 3) A functional 2D grid could be highly conscious even if silent, meaning all its gates are off [110] . By describing consciousness not only as integrated information, but as resulting from a bioelectric synchrony of information throughout the body and brain creating a world simulation via the thalamus, the DST accounts for these counterintuitive implications and explains the difference in conscious states such as awake/sleep and the difference in consciousness generation between areas such as the cortex and cerebellum through the inclusion of an anatomical central hub which unifies vast bioelectric, neural and bodily activity creating a world simulation within, thus describing a physical substrate, electromagnetism, as the physical source of consciousness.
Dynamic Core Hypothesis
Just like the DST, IIT, and GWT, the DCH places a strong importance on neuronal integration and synchronization via the corticothalamic system, describing it as a functional hub [50] . These metastable models suggest that global brain dynamics emerge from cooperative interactions between diverse neuronal groups, and that consciousness can only be explained by these distributed neural processes and not local properties of neurons [111] . The DST additionally asserts reentrant activity occurs between these neural groups as well as the sensory organs [31] . These models explain how different parts of the nervous system cooperate to produce a unified whole. Both the DST and DCH characterize the thalmocortical network interactions as reentrant, parallel, and recursive, with the DCH describing consciousness as emerging from anywhere is the corticothalamic or corticortical arena [2] . The DST includes a similar concept of corticothalamic integration to that of the dynamic core, however, further proposes a harmonious oscillatory unity not just between cortical areas and the thalamus, but across all cells of the body, requiring the thalamus for consciousness to emerge [24] . The DCH stresses the importance of reentrant activity in creating the functional connectedness of the core [2] , however, the DST necessitates bioelectric oscillatory activity in creating consciousness which is reentrant but also In contrast to the DCH, the DST describes how information from the entire cortex is integrated by the thalamus into consciousness, not just certain components. While some areas may not be activated at any given time, they still are part of the neural network and contain information via baseline activity which is a ubiquitous property of the brain [112] . For instance, the part of your brain that processes color is not activated if there is only gray in your visual environment or imagination, however, that part of the brain still contributes to experience [113] . On the other hand, if that color brain region is damaged due to a lesion, then the patient would not see gray and would not see any color, lacking understanding that the visual scene is missing color [114] . We propose the contribution of non-stimulated neuronal assemblies is done by signifying the absence of color through its low frequency oscillatory baseline activity which plays a key role in perception and is an aspect of neural coding [112] . Thus, information from the entire cortex is integrated by the thalamus to create our unified experience which includes information encoding the lack of certain qualia which includes the understanding that the qualia lacks something.
The DCH stresses that at any given time certain clusters of neurons are part of the dynamic core while others are not, even if they are equally active and have been part of the core previously [111] . The DST also posits that different neuronal clusters are integrated into the default space and therefore into conscious awareness, however, all neuronal groups play a role in the development of the unconscious aspects of the default space [24] . A main difference as described previously via contralateral neglect and the parietal lobe, is that the default space requires those neuronal groups responsible for spatial processing to be intact for conscious experience to occur [89] , while the DCH asserts a lack of requirement for any neuronal groups in consciousness [111] . The DCH does describe how emotions originating from sub-cortical regions may constrain the selection of which brain regions become part of the dynamic core [2] . The embodied cognitive approach of the DST however stresses the role of cardio-respiratory coherence in modulating emotional states in part via the autonomic nervous system [115] . Citing evidence that positive emotions are correlated with higher rates of synchronization and negative emotions with desychronization among body and brain rhythms [116] [117], the DST proposes a foundational oscillatory architecture of which the cardiorespiratory system is a major component. Through including the body in the cognitive structure generating consciousness, the DST extends metastable assertions and explains a basic mechanism for how voluntarily modulating one's body can allow them to modulate their minds.
The DCH, IIT, and DST all stress the unity of conscious experience and that this experience occurs from a particular point of view. The DST and OAT however provide the structure and frame of this perspective [11] [24] . Our model describes how this perspective is experienced in respect to the thalamus and de-R. Jerath, C. Beveridge World Journal of Neuroscience tails how alterations in corticothalamic activity can lead to an altered perspective as experienced in out-of-body experiences [62] . The dynamic core does not refer a unique, invariant functional cluster of neurons, as the core may change in composition over time [50] . The DST does recognize that varying clusters of activity will have their own local synchronies, however, it posits a global synchrony orchestrated by the thalamus with an invariant idling system of the DMN and cardiorespiratory oscillations that maintain the default space at all waking times [30] . The DCH proposes that higher-order consciousness of humans arises when symbolic representations and language are incorporated into the core [118] . This includes abilities of abstraction allowing us to be conscious of being conscious.
While both theories associate high frequency brain waves with consciousness [118] , the DST stresses the importance of (sub/un)conscious, lower frequency activity in forming a foundation for conscious activity to be organized [30] . By associating pervasive lower frequency oscillations with unconsciousness [118] instead of a basis for conscious activity to build upon, the DCH has ignored the vast low frequency activity which occurs throughout the body and brain during awake states. There is significant support for the assertion that low frequency activity provides long-range communication [119] , modulates higher frequency activity [87] , and forms a foundation for higher frequencies to organize upon [88] . It is by this mechanism we propose the embodied cognitive perspective that respiration modulates mental activity, by globally entraining neural oscillations [120] .
By including the radical idea that sensory receptors are part of the dynamic oscillatory complex as a component in the creation of a world simulation within, the DST provides insight into how this simulation is maintained and how it helps us quickly react to the external world [21] . By maintaining mental representations on the sensory receptors, expectations about incoming sensory stimuli derived from the state of the simulation can be integrated with the actual stimuli, priming the receptors to receive certain stimuli and to discard other stimuli. The next "frame" of the simulation can thereby by updated in near real time as the processing powers of cortex are brought to the sensory receptors allowing a continuous manipulation of the simulation [21] . The thalamus integrates the oscillatory modules for each sensory pathway into a higher level, global synchrony responsible for integrated experience. The DCH provides additional insight, which can be understood as a component of the DST. The fact that the DST is compatible with the theories reviewed and in a sense is an extension of them illustrates its comprehensive nature and power to explain the various empirical observations currently in the literature.
Conclusions
Currently popular metastable consciousness models offer many insights into cognition; however, they are incomplete and insufficient to truly describe biological mechanisms of consciousness. Through a comparison with these models, 
